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A trusted leader in carbon
emission reduction through
CO2 enhanced oil recovery

THE ALBERTA CARBON TRUNKLINE PROJECT
• Integrated Carbon Capture,
Transport, Utilization and
Storage
• Over $1 B capital invested
• World’s Largest capacity
pipeline system dedicated to
man made CO2
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THE ACTL PROJECT PARTNERS

CO2 Suppliers in the Alberta
Industrial Heartland

CO2 Transportation

CO2 Enhanced Oil
Recovery
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CO2 ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY
• Implements proven, safe technology
• Reduces Greenhouse Gas Emissions by
permanently sequestering CO2
• Produces Low Carbon Energy
• Turns waste CO2 into a value-adding
commodity
• Revitalizes mature fields and extends
productive life by 40 to 50 years
CO2 EOR involves a large initial investment in CO2 and
fluid handling facilities with decades of follow-on
drilling & maintenance capital projects.

PURPOSE
Enhance is a Community Partner
Enhance has been a part of the local community for several years:
• Creating local skilled jobs
• Leading meaningful local economic development
• Engaging with the community on the Clive project status through open house events and updates to Council
• Hiring local contractors for capital projects whenever possible
The Clive CO2 Enhanced Oil Recovery Project is the beginning of very significant ($200MM+) development plans in the
local area, which will extend the productive life of the Clive field by 40-50 years. A large portion of the capital dollars
spent will remain in the community with local contractors performing the work.
Current Economic Climate
The COVID-19 Pandemic and concurrent oil price war have caused energy prices to fall to levels not seen in decades; as a
result, Enhance’s operations in Lacombe County are currently unsustainable from a cash flow perspective.
We are seeking to justify continuing to operate and invest in our mature oil fields in Lacombe County by targeting cost
reductions in all areas: cost deferrals, third party service reductions, reduction in regulatory and red tape costs, land
access costs, internal salary reductions, as well as municipal fees and taxation costs. In order to ensure that Enhance is a
continuing contributor to the community we will be looking to ourselves and our stakeholders to do more with less.
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WTI PRICE LOWEST IN DECADES
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ENHANCE’S BASE OPERATING MARGIN
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MUNICIPAL BURDENS: 2019 ACTUAL & FUTURE ESTIMATES
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Incremental burdens, for a small drilling program,
are forecast to be nearly as large as Enhance’s
property tax bill in Lacombe County.

Enhance’s Captial Projects are
forecast to increase the Company’s
property tax base by over 2x.
(1) Projected for a 10 well 2020 Program
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INVESTMENT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
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Today’s investment
in sustainable CO2
EOR brings local
economic prosperity
for years to come.
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REQUESTS FOR COUNCIL
Relief for New CO2 EOR Capital Projects
New long-term tax base generation is vital for the County in this challenging economic climate. Enhance’s capital
program will help to replace the void in the property tax base left by other producers. To unburden the development of
new CO2 EOR capital projects, Enhance proposes:
1. A temporary waiver of the Drilling Tax for new drilling projects for the next five years;
2. Removal of the obligation to pave existing approaches—which started in 2019—from road-use approvals;
3. A three-year property tax holiday on any new assessments related to CO2 EOR developments.
Results of this Effort
Enhance has invested significantly in Lacombe County and remains a significant future source of capital investment.
We are asking for your participation in near term cost reductions to secure new and existing jobs and growth in the tax
base for the local community for generations to come.
Sustainable CO2 Enhanced Oil Recovery development means reduced greenhouse gas emissions, low carbon energy,
jobs, and prosperity for the local economy.
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Thank You

